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| Abstract  
  • Should provide the summary of the article. The first paragraph should provide the introduction regarding the properties that are being studied that is acoustic properties and thermal properties.  
  • endothermic peaks at 71°C (needs correction)  
  Line 20-21 - researchers have already reported that panel products from secondary fibers appropriate properties, often more advantageous than synthetic fibers [2-6].  
  (Reconstruct the sentence. I believe that the author was trying to tell that the secondary fiber properties offers more advantages …)  
  Line 79 – Use better resolution for the equation.  
  Line 97 - boards made from equal proportion of wood and secondary OCC (spelling mistake)  
  Line 168 - samples were more less similar shape (spelling mistake)  
  Line 175 - which is any undesired situations (spelling mistake)  
  Line 177 - considered a very suitable sound absorption material and with having low environmental impact.  
  (Reference is required) |  
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